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MODULI OF ABELIAN SURFACES WITH A (1,pZ) POLARISATION

V.A. Gritsenko & G.K. Sankaran

The moduli space of abelian surfaces with a polarisation of type (1, pZ) for p a prilne was

studied by O'Grady in [O'G], where it is shown that a compactification of this moduli

space is of general type if p ~ 17. We shall show that in fact this is true if p ~ 11.

Dur methods overlap with those of [O'G], hut are in some important ways different.

We borrow notation freely from that paper when discussing the geometry of the moduli

space.

1. Methods

Let Az(p) denote the moduli space of abelian surfaces over C with a polarisation of type

(1,pZ). We denote by Az(p) the toroidal compactification of Az(p) and by Az(p) a partial

desingularisation of Az(p) having only canonical singularities.

To show that A2 (p) is of general type (that is, roughly, that the pluricanonical

bundles have many sections), one chooses an & E Pic Az(p) 0 Q such that nE (which is a

bundle if n is sufficiently divisible) is not toD far from the pluricanonical bundle nI(A
2

(p) ,

and such that the space of sections HO (nE) can be calculated 01' at least estimated

by some method. Then by knowing about the geometry of A2 (p) one can estimate the

plurigenera, because the difference between nKA
2
(p) and E is known. In [O'G] the hundle

used to play the role of nE arises from pulling back powers of the Hodge bundle on the

moduli space OO'h of semi-stable genus 2 curves ,via the map Az(p) -+ 9)1z constructed

there. Here, by contrast, we consider A2 (p) aB a Siegel modular variety, i.e., as a quotient
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of the Siegel upper half-space by the paramodular group r p2 (an arithmetic subgroup

of Sp(4, Q)), and obtain a suitable bundle nc by considering cusp forms of weight 3n

for r p2. A similar procedure is adopted in [HS] for a different Siegel modular variety.

But here we do not use all cusp fonns of weight 3n. Instead, we use the cusp form F2

of weight 2 for r p2, constructed by the first author in [G], and we consider modular

forms of weight 3n of the form Fn F2
n

, where Fn is a modular form of weight n. The

bundle that results has fewer sections than the one arising from aU cusp forms but is

much eloser to nK.A.
2

(p) and this turns out to give a bettel' bound on the plurigenera for

small p. Hulek and the first author have applied this idea to the situation of [HS] and

the improvement that results is described in [GH].

2. Mo clular forms

If t is a positive integer, the paramodular group is defined to be the arithmetic subgroup

of Sp(4, Q)
z
z
Z

lZ
t

It acts on the Siegel upper half-plane

by fractionallinear transformations, Le.,

(~ ~): Z t-----+ (AZ + B)(CZ + D)-I.

The quotient r t \IHb is a coarse moduli space for abelian surfaces over C with a polar-

isation of type (1, t). The group r t is conjugate to a subgroup of Sp(4, Z) only if t is
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a perfect square: in particular, if p is a prime and t = p2, then r p2 is conjugate to

r~:l < Sp(4, Z), where

We denote r p:l \Ifl2 by A2 (p). This moduli spaee is a finite covering of the rational variety

of abelian surfaees with principal polarisation. Let .A2 (p) be the toroidal compactifica-

tion and .,42(p) the eanonical partial resolution described in [G'G]. If we can show that

hO
( nKA:l (p)) ....... n 3 we shall have shown that .,42 (p) is of general type. For that we shall

use special examples of modular forms of weight 2 with respect to r p:l, whieh we now

describe. We first define the so-ealled Jacobi forms (see [EZ]).

Definition: A holomorphic funetion <p(T, z) : Inl X C --+ C is called a Jaeobi fonn of index

m E N and weight k iffor any (: ~) E SL2 (Z) and any /1, A E Z it satisfies the two

functional equations

-k (2rricmz
2

) (aT + b z)<p(T, z) = (CT + d) exp - d <p d ' d '
CT + eT + CT +

<p(T, z) = exp (21rim(A 2 r + 2Az))cp(r, z + AT + p)

and it has a Fourier expansion of the type

00

cp(T, z) = L L f(n,l) exp (21Ti(nr + lz)).
n=O 'eZ

4nm~P

We call the function c.p( T, z) a Jacobi eusp form if we have the strict inequality 4nm > [2

in the last summation. We shall denote the spaee of all Jacobi eusp forms of index m

and weight k by sf m'
I

The next theorem was proved in [G, Theorem 3].
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Proposition 2.1. Let <p( T, z) be a Jacobi CllSP form of weight k and index t witll tbe

Fourier expansion

<p(r, z) = L L f(n,l) exp (2rri(nr + lz)).
nEN lEZ

4nt>l~

Then the following fllnction

F",(r,z,r')= L L L ak-lfcr;,~)exP(21ri(nr+I:+mt))·
n, mEN lEZ al(n,',m)

4tmn>I2

is a nontrivial CllSP form ofweigllt k witb respect to tlle grollp r t .

This result gives us, for example, a differential 3-forrn on a smooth model of r t \1HI2 .

As a corollary we have irrationality of the moduli space of abelian surfaces with polari-

sation (1, t) for t ~ 13 and t i= 14, 15, 16,20,24,30,36 (see [C] for details). To construct

pIuricanonical forms on .,42 (p) we use

Corollary 2.2. If P ~ 11 is a prime then there exists a nontrivial CllSP fonn F2 of

weight 2 for r p~'

Proof: The dimension of the space of Jacobi cusp forms of weight k and index t is weIl

known (see [EZ] and [SZ]). In our particular case

with

{m} - { l '; J
6- l';J-1

if m i= 1 mod 6,
if m = 1 mod 6.

This formula shows that 6f,P~ is nontrivial for p ;::: 11. •

It is not known whether such a cusp form F2 exists for r P~ if p :::; 7.
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Proposition 2.3. Tbe space M ~ (rp'J) of cusp (arms of weigllt n for r p'J satisnes

for any prime p.

Prüof: r p'J is conjugate to a subgraup of Sp(4, Z) so we may as weIl wark wi th r~2'

Exactly as in (HS] (cf. also (Tl) we abtain, for 1 large

3

dirn M~(r(l)) "J 8~40 [r(l) : r(l)]

and if pli then r(l) ~ r~'J and the cusp farms for r~2 are the r~2/r(I)-invariantcusp

fonus for r(l). Using the Atiyah-Bott fixed point theorem, as in [Tl, we obtain

dimM~(r~2)~ tri 2 ~r(l)] dimM~(r(I))
p

since there is a contribution from / = -I as weIl as from / = I. Eut

2 2 n 3

[f'2: f(l)] dimM~(f(l)) "J [f''J: f(l)] . 8640 [r(l) : f(l)]
p p

1 n 3

- [f' 'J/ ± I : f(l)] . 8640 (f(l) : r(l)]
p

n 3

= 8640 [r(l) : r~'J/ ± I]

n3

= 8640 deg(1r : Az(p) --+ Az)

= p2(pZ + 1) n3
8640

by [O'G, Lemma 2.1].•
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3. Pluricanonical forms and extension to the boundary

Choose a cusp form F2 of weight 2 for r p2, P 2: 11; we can do this in view of Corollary 2.2.

Suppose Fn is a modular form for r p2 of weight n: then ~ = FnFzn is a cusp form of

weight 3n. Let w = dr A dz A dr' be the standard 3-form on IHIz. The form ~w0n is

invariant under r p2 and therefore descends to give a pluricanonical form on Az(p) except

at the brauch locus of H2 -+ A 2 (p). If<p were a general element of Min (rp2) we should

expect this form to have logarithmic poles at the boundary A2 (p) \ A z(p), but because the

cusp form we have chosen is special these poles do not occur. That is because <I> vanishes

to high order (at least order n) at the cusps.

Proposition 3.1. The differentia13n-form coming from ~w0n extends over tlle gelleric

point oE each codimension 1 boundary component of .A2 (p).

Proof: According to [SC, Chapter IV, Theorem 1] (see also [RS, Proposition 1.1]), we

need to check that in the Fourier-Jacobi expansion

<I>(Z) = L 8~,~{rD, ZD) exp{27rimrb}
m~O

near the boundary eomponent D, the eoeffieients e~,fll vanish for m < n. But we ean

write the expansion of <I>(Z) as a product of expansions of Fz(Z) and Fn(Z): we have

Fz(Z) = L 8~,F2{rD' ZD) exp{27rimrb}
m>O

(with 8f?,F2(rD, ZD) =0 aB Fz is a cusp form), and similarly for Fn . Henee

n

L 8~olFn II B~ilF2
mo+···+mn=m i=]
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which is zero if m < n as then mi = 0 for some i ~ 1. _

A2(p) is smooth in codimension 1, but the quotient map IHb -+ A 2(p) is branched

along two divisors (Humbert surfaces). These are the divisors whose closures in A2 (p)

are denoted Li} and Li 2 in {O'G]. At a point of Eh lying over a general point of Li} 01'

.6.2 the isotropy group in r p2 is Z/2 and it acts by a reflectioll, so A2 (p) is smooth at a

..... .....
general point of ß} 01' ß2.

Corollary 3.2. JE n is sufflciently divisible then n(](A
2

(p) + k.6. 1 + ~.6.2) is a bundle

and iE q, = Fn F2
n is a cusp form of the type described above then q,w C5m deternlines an

Praaf: .A2 (p) has only quotient singularities, which are, In particular, Q-Gorenstein.

..... .....
From the description of the action of r p:;} above a general point of ~1 or ~2 it is clear

that fllw 0n acquires poles of order tn along .6.1and .6.2.

4. Obstructions from elliptic flxed points.

We take a canonical partial resolution ep : .,42(p) -+ A2(p), as in [O'G], adopting also the

notations of [O'G, Definition 3.8] for (Weil) divisors on A2 (p).

Proposition 4.1. IE n is sufficiently divisible then q,w0n determines an element oE

Proof- By Corollary 3.2., above, we have a section of ep*(n (](A";l (p) +!6.1+!6.2) ), and the

formulae for ep* K.,·h(p) , ep* 6.) and ep* 6.2 given in [O'G] provide the required expression. _
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We assume heneeforth that n is sufficiently divisible, so that everything we have

written so far is a bundle (in fact it is enough that 24pln). For the rest of this seetion

we assume that p ~ 5, as in [O'G], hut we shal1 need p ~ 11 in the end in order to apply

Corollary 2.2.

to make use of O'Grady's caleu1ations (and to avoid either resolving the singularities of

A2 (p) or using adjunetion and Riemann-Roch on singular varieties), so we express E in

terms of the pullhack of the Hodge hundle -X on IDt2 via the map 'Jrep : A2 (p) -+ fm2 .

Lemma 4.2. In PicA2 (p) 0 Q we have

1 p-l" p-l~
E = 3cp*rr*(-X) - -Cp*1r*(ß1) - --60 - --ßo.

p p p

ProoE: See [O'G, Theorem 3.1] .•

We have

hO(nK· ) > hO(nK ' - ~E' - ~E")
Ä 2 (p) - .A 2 (p) 4 4

O( n, n" n An" 2)=h nE--E --E --61--ß2-n(1--)E2
2 1 2 1 2 2 p

so we want to estimate the five obstructions eoming from E~, E~/, Li1 , Li2 and E2 . Our E

plays the role of cp*'Jr*(apA) in [O'G]: by comparison, we have replaeed O'p = 3 - ~o hy 3,

whieh makes some of the obstructing sheaves more positive, hut we also have vanishing to

order E.=-! along the houndary eomponents 6.0and 6.0' whieh lnakes them more negative.
p

So mueh more negative, in fact, that we have the following result.
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Theorem 4.3. All tlle obstructions vanish: tbat is, every section oE ne gives a section

oE nKA
2

(p) iE P 2: 5 and n is sufficiently divisible.

Proof We prove this in five steps, taking each obstruction separately. Only E~ and E~'

require much attention.

1. The obstruction from E~ .

We need (cf. [O'G], p. 146) to estimate hO([ne - iE~] IEI) for 0 :::; i :::; ~ - 1. Using
1

hO([ne - iE~JI EI) =
1

hO(3n [cp*1r*(..\)] lEI - ~[cp*rr*(ßI)]IEI _nP -
1

&olEI _n P
-

1
Aol EI -iE~IEI)

1 P 1 P 1 P 1 1

"5: hO(3n[cp*rr*(..\)] lEI _nP -
1

&OIE' -iE~IEI).
1 plI

Replacing CYp by 3 in [O'G, Corollary 4.1 et seq.] gives

n
3n [cp*tr*(..\)] lEI - iE~ lEI = 3i~ + (- +4i)L - 3iG.

114

As a set, Aon E~ consists of the fibres of CP2 : EI --t r over the points where r meets the

boundary. These fibres are smooth, so &0IE' is a positive integer multiple of the general
1

fibre L. Hence

hO (3n [cp*7f*(..\)] lEI - nP - 160lEI - iE~ lEI) :::; hO(3iE + (:: + 4i - nP - l)L - 3iG)
1 p 1 1 4 p

::; hO(3iE + ((~ - ~)n + 4i)L).

But
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which is negative if p 2: 5, so there are no seetions and no obstructions.

2. The obstruction from E~f.

The calculation here is very similar: this time it is Ao that plays apart. We need

to estimate hO ([nE - ~E~ - iE~f]IEII) for 0::; i ::; ~ -1, aod (*) aod [O'G, Corollary 4.2]
1

together give

(note that Lemma 4.7.(i) of (O'G] should read <p*rr* (,\) IEil ...... ll2 F). As above, LioIEil is
1 • 1

a positive integer multiple of F, so the obstruction becomes hO(3iE + (4i + (~- ~ )n)F).

But

~ . (3iE + (4i + (! - ~)n )F) = i + (! - ~)n
p 4 p 4

< (! - ~)n - 1
- p 4 '

which is negative for all p, so again there are no sections and no obstructions.

9. The obstruction from Li l .

All we have to do is replace Q'p by 3 in [O'G, Corollary 4.4]. The conclusion (Theo-

rem 4.3 in [0'G]: the coefficient of L f +L" should be ~+i) that the 0 bstruction vanishes

is ullaltered.

4. The obstruction from Li2 .

Again changing O'p to 3 makes no difference: we simply get

hO([n& - ~(E~ + E~f + Lid] 1~2)

:::; hO (3n ['1'*11"* (A)] 1<l2 - ~(E; + E;' + A] )1<l2 - n
P

; 1Ao + t.OI<l2 - iA21<lJ

= 0 for all i ~ O.
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5. The obstruction from E 2 •

This time the restrietion of cp*rr*(A) is trivial, so O'p does not even appear in the

calculation.•

Theorem 4.4 . .,42(p) is oE general type iE p ;::: 11.

Praaf This follows from Proposition 2.1, Proposition 2.2. amd Theorenl 4.3.•

not really need the precise value of the leading coefficient (unless we really want an

asymptotic bound on the plurigenera, but O'Grady's bound is bettel' unless p = 11 01'

P = 13), because there are no obstructions to compare it with. Instead, we have an

explicit pluricanonical form.

Corollary 4.5. Ifp;::: 11 and Fn isanymodularforrn ofweightn forrp~, tllell FnF2nw0n

gives an n-canonical form on .A2 (p).

We note that the variety .,42(p) is rational for p = 2 and unirational for P = 3 (see

[O'G]). In [G] it was proved that A2 {p) is irrational for p = 5 and p = 7. More exactly

the I<odaira dimension of A2 {p) is nonnegative for p = 5 and is positive for p = 7. The

question of the exact value of the Kodaira dimension for these two primes is open.
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